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Crafting the World’s finest socks and 
accessories since 1992

Water and air, the two essential fluids on which all life depends, have 
become global garbage cans.

- Jacques Yves Cousteau



The “Boob Tube” or whatever television was called in the 1970’s was a wonderful way for a 
kid to spend time. If we wanted to watch a show, we had to be in front of the TV at a specific 
time and day or miss it. Most of the time, we were outside playing and eating dirt. I was taught 
the importance of keeping the world we played in as clean as possible so it tasted better for 
everyone.

As the last of the Baby Boomer generation, I’m grateful for some of the television of my 
childhood. Gilligan’s Island and the Brady Bunch were the rage, and I did spend too much time 
on those. But the shows that hit me in the heart were The Electric Company and The Undersea 
World of Jacques Cousteau. These shows sent a message that gave me an empathetic view 
of the Earth. The Electric Company promoted conservation. Saving power and creating less 
pollution. Jacques Cousteau swam into my brain waves with his mesmerizing films that would 
capture the splendor of the deep blue seas and point out how delicate the world’s ecosystems 
really are.

Forty years later, we are left wondering why corporations and governments didn’t put into 
practice what we learned. We invaded the world with plastics and micro particles. All of 
the world’s oceans and reefs are in peril and the ozone layer depleted. The Environmental 
Protection Agency, the EPA, was started in 1970 with the goal of cleaning up our Nation. New 
regulations came into law and “Give a Hoot Don’t Pollute” became a household slogan. Every 
kid watched a Native American shed a tear in television ads to help awaken our generation to 
the harm pollution was doing. TV taught us to care. 

Cover photo: DeFeet founders Shane Cooper (foreground) and Hope 
Cooper locate some sunken treasure off the coast of Mexico
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Thank you, Jaques Cousteau

Collecting bottles as a kid might have been good for the planet, but it was even better for my 
wallet. Green is very green is a lesson that also stuck with me. So much so, in fact, that when I 
started DeFeet, creating a company that did the least amount of harm to the planet was at the 
top of the agenda. We designed our socks to be extremely durable. Making products that last 
longer was the most obvious step toward creating less waste. We felt that customers would learn 
to love our brand if we loved them back first. I am always so happy to see someone raise a pant 
leg and say “Hey, I’ve worn these socks for 20 years. You guys make them way too durable.” I 
smile inside and out. There’s nothing wrong with building long lasting goodness into consumer 
products, earthlings. 

In this issue of Yarn & Stripe, we’ll explore some of the unique things DeFeet does to be a 
better, more sustainable company. We hope you feel, like we do, that playground Earth is worth 
protecting. The products we buy, the things we use, the fibers in our clothes, they all add up 
and they can have positive stories that can be backed up. It’s part of a customer experience that 
better be real because like the TV shows of the 70’s, the world is watching, and it matters.

Shane Cooper 
Founder & Chief Sockologist
DeFeet
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RIDE. RUN. PLAY.

WOOLEATOR
COMP Made in NC, USA

Antimicrobial Moisture WickingMulti-WeatherMountain RidingRoad RidingGravel RidingRun & Hike

Made with our special twist of USA grown fine Merino wool and Repreve® performance 
wicking fibers from recycled plastic bottles, the Wooleator Comp is the most versatile choice for 
cyclists. Comfortably worn through the long, hot rides of Summer as well as the crisp outings of 
Fall and Winter. The Wooleator Comp is a true four-season champion.

Low Profile

LYCRA® Sport Fiber

Aireator™ Mesh Weave

Nylon Plated Sole

Thin Wool Construction

Reinforced Heel & Toe

WOOLEATOR™ COMP | FEATURED IN GRAVEL GREY NEON YELLOW  | THIN WOOL 6” CREW

Machine wash cold, no bleach,
no softener, tumble dry low31% American Wool | 36% Nylon | 2% Lycra | 31% Repreve® Sorbtek
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INTRODUCING

DeFeet raises the bar again in sock design with our new SUB360 technology. 
This entirely new method allows us to offer designs that were previously not 
possible on performance socks. To make them even better, these socks are 
made with high performance fiber from recycled plastic bottles.
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TAMBORA COLLECTION

In April of 1815 a volcano in 
Sumbawa, near Indonesia, 
erupted with a EVI 7. With a 
reported 14,100 foot peak 

being reduced to only 9,350 
feet. Such a blast has rarely 
been seen in the history of 

mankind. The blast was heard 
1200 miles away.

Eruption

Dark 
Days
The volcano sent miles of 
ash into the stratosphere. 
The particles were 
positively charged and static electricity kept 
them aloft. The blast killed at least 10,000 
people, But that was only the blast. What followed was sudden 
climate change. 1816 became the year without summer. Crops 
failed and livestock died and resulted in the worst famine of the century.

SUB360
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A young man in Baden, Germany Karl von Drais was working on ways to travel 
due to very scarce availability of horses. Karl strapped a wood frame over two 
wooden wheels and rode his Laufmaschine 8 miles in about one hour. This was 
seen as a new way to get around and soon it was called the Hobby Horse. Later 
it would be referred to as a Velocipede because the rider would be propelling 
himself with his feet. Think of it as a Flinstone bicycle. It became so popular 
that pedestrians in Paris had it banned from the city streets. London love it and 
soon all the dandy lads were hoping around town. Thanks to Karl. The waves 
are symbollic of the expansive innovation that followed Karl’s ground breaking 
invention, which changed transportation forever.

Waves

DeFeet launches the new SUB360 
by telling the story of the historic 
eruption that led to the invention 
of the bicycle.
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Wool is Washed in South Carolina 
before heading up North to be spun 
in Canada.

.

GOOD360
In December 2018, DeFeet gave 7.4 tons (177,600 pair) of 
product with cosmetic blimishes to Good360.org. This was a 
massive cumulation of product that was built up for over 10 
years. DeFeet kept this product out of circulation to help protect 
IBD and MAPP.

Wool is renewably sourced from the 
Rocky Mountain region

While DeFeet invested in its USA factory and educated local yarn vendors on 
the merits of recycled performance fibers, the United States saw much 
of its manufacturing base pack up and leave in the search of cheaper 
labor and products. Consumers naturally opted for lower prices in 
a race to the bottom unlike anything seen before in the world economy. Markets were 
fragmented by a proliferation of popup brands that no longer needed to know how to 
actually make their own products. The impact on the cycling industry was immense. In 
some parts of the world, a century of manufacturing and engineering expertise was 
wiped out in less than 10 years.

DeFeet is an unlikely pioneer in bringing sustainability to the cycling industry. Although 
founded on the principles of caring for the environment and creating less waste, DeFeet 
was still not prepared for the changes it would see over the last 30 years.

DEFEET’S SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN
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Today, DeFeet crafts it’s products in the same 
location it has for the last 28 years. We don’t use 

the word “craft” lightly. Craftsmanship is at 
our core. It requires knowledge and expertise 
that only come from dedicating careers to 
honing skills. We have created the most 
sustainable supply chain in the industry by 
sharing our long term vision with our suppliers 
and achieving incremental goals together. The 

finished products we deliver and the enjoyment 
our customers get from using them is the 

culmination of time, experience and the constant 
desire to innovate and improve. DeFeet might not be 

a large company, but it has always been our intention 
to be an example of what is possible. If many companies 
work toward creating more sustainable local supply chains, 
imagine what is possible. The cycling industry in every 
country should be a leader in this way.

DeFeet proudly manufactures all 
products in Hildebran, NC

Material Return is a local company that gets our scraps 
and waste yarn. They convert these to other products

After the Wool is spun in 
Canada, it is then sent to 
our Microsockery in North 
Carolina.

Plastic Bottles are recyled into yarn in 
Eastern North Carolina.



DEFEET ADVANCEMENTS IN SUSTAINABILITY

1992
DeFeet is born with the idea of crafting 
the finest cycling socks in the world 
in its USA factory while introducing 
recycled and sustainable performance 
synthetic and wool fibers to the highest 
level of sport. 1993

Education on recycling begins with yarn 
suppliers.

1998
DeFeet prototypes the World’s first 
cycling socks featuring performance 
fibers from recycled resources. 

1999
The quest for edible packaging leads 
DeFeet Founder Shane Cooper to corn based 
packaging and yarns. Prototyping and 
testing is done, decision is made to search 
for other solutions.

2001
DeFeet launches the “DeCrease Your 
Footprint” campaign to increase 
awareness of sustainability practices 
in the cycling industry. All DeFeet 
packaging conversion completed to FSC 
Certified papers.

2002
DeFeet brings early stage sustainable fibers 
to testing phase with USA Cycling U23 
development programs. 

2004
DeFeet challenges CoolMax® to “turn 
their logo from blue to green” by 
creating a recycled version of their fiber. 
The company responds.

2005
DeFeet commits to creating it’s entire line 
from recycled fibers and more sustainable 
wools. Development of recycled and wool 
combination fiber begins.
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2018
DeFeet introduces the World’s first sock 
- and only the fifth clothing item ever 
made - from spider silk, an organically 
grown protein based fiber that is 
stronger than steel and tougher than 
kevlar. This “Golden Sock”, the most 
valuable sock ever produced, was placed 
on a handmade crystal foot form and 
delivered to the Quickstep cycling team 
on the eve of the Tour de France in honor 
of the 20 year history of partnership in 
the team. More importantly, the goal 
was to shed light worldwide on the 
possibilities and potential of protein 
based organic fibers.
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2005
DeFeet socks from recycled resources 
win Tour of Flanders, Paris - Roubaix, 
two stages of the Tour de France and 
the Professional World Championship 
Road Race. After 13 years, recycled 
performance polyester fibers had 
arrived. 

2006
CoolMax® EcoTech and EcoMade fibers 
make their way into commercial products.

2013
DeFeet migrates all of it’s wool sourcing 
from the Southern Hemisphere to USA 
grown, washed and dyed wools from the 
Rocky Mountain region of the United 
States. DeFeet wools no longer needed 
to travel around the world, including 
stops in Europe, prior to being turned 
into socks.

2015
DeFeet introduces WOOL COMP, a proprietary 
yarn spun from a 50/50 combination of USA 
grown, washed and dyed wool and polyester 
from recycled plastic bottles. 



Like a cyclist or endurance athlete, being fast and nimble 
as a company has advantages. 

At DeFeet we found that because we are 
small, we can turn on a dime and bring 
products from field testing to market 
much quicker than the larger companies 
who have to source their product 

elsewhere.
Working with a network of world-class athletes enables us to do very high level real-

world testing. Because we own our own machinery, that testing can be translated into product 
development the day we hear new information. Our yarn company partners know this and are 
happy to let our small team of experts get the latest technology ahead of the whales of our 
industry. These differences in development results in finished product sometimes years ahead 
of competitors. 
 The moves DeFeet made in sustainable technologies over twenty years ago have 
paid off in unexpected ways. Without a Fortune 500 marketing budget, our “Socks made from 
recycled bottles” story did not reach the mainstream, but we can look back and see that our 
pioneering steps were followed by others. Today, there is a lot more awareness around the 
need for sustainable products and supply chains. 
 Looking back over nearly 30 years, there is no question the values DeFeet 
started with were the right ones. Repurposing waste into recycled fibers and crafting better 
performing, more durable products from them, works better for everyone - including our base 
station, Playground Earth.

- Shane Cooper 
World Tour team Lotto-Soudal 

rides in DeFeet socks made 
with recycled fiber.
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DEFEET SOCKOLOGY
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THE NUMBERS
1996 was the first year plastic bottle waste was counted. In the 
United States that year, 3.8 billion plastic bottles were used. By 
2014, the number had grown to over 100 billion. Each person 
used more than 315 plastic bottles on average. More than 8 
million tons of plastic enters the world’s oceans each year.

RECYCLED YARNS
One pair of DeFeet socks made from recycled yarns uses 
approximately two bottles. While, we can’t can’t make enough 
socks to offset the waste, we can make great products with it, 
and share this story.

USA GROWN WOOL
Our USA grown, washed and dyed wools are part of this story, 
too. Our proprietary twisted Wool Comp yarns combine 50% 
recycled yarns and 50% Merino wool. By moving all of our 
production to these fibers, DeFeet was able to dramatically 
reduce its environmental footprint.

DURABILITY
Make them great and make them last. We believe 
sustainability starts with durability. DeFeet socks have a nearly 
30 year track record of being the most durable socks in their 
categories, worldwide.



Being prepared for any 
condition is about having 
the right socks, arm and leg 
covers, shoe covers, hats, 
gloves, and baselayers. We 
make these “against the skin” 
pieces a science at DeFeet.

DEFEET SOCKS & ACCESSORIES COMPLETE YOUR RIDING KIT.
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Armskins® - Another DeFeet First

DeFeet became a favorite of athletes around the world by making products that perform 
extremely well “against-the-skin”. This is a critical environment in all outdoor activities and 
endurance sports. In addition to socks, DeFeet makes a full line of accessories for different 
areas of the body. 
 The Armskins® are a patented DeFeet innovation that apply knitting science to arm 
warmers. Before DeFeet, arm warmers were a neglected piece of the cycling kit. Made mostly 
from cotton, they were either ribbed or cut and sewn from flat pieces of fabric. They were 
bulky, held moisture and fell down when riding over the mildest cobble sections. Most riders 
opted for long sleeve jerseys rather than going with a short sleeve with arm warmers. 
DeFeet Armskins changed all of that. Suddenly, arms could be shielded in thin, circular-knit 
performance poly or wool. Armskins were svelte, aerodynamic and they stayed exactly where 
you placed them - no matter how raunchy the cobbles got. They were low bulk and easy to 
stow, pulling on and off easily. Finally, Armskins were customizable in the DeFeet Custom 
Shop. 
 Today, there is no better arm warmer than the DeFeet Armskin. They come in several 
variations to adjust for weather conditions. As you ride through fall, winter and spring, try a 
couple pairs of Armskins. Keep a pair ready to wear and throw an extra set in a kit bag. You’ll 
soon find them to be the must-have item you’re telling your riding partners about. 17

Up the Koppenberg near the end of the 
pre-Armskins® period



Duragloves - Handling Another Key Extremity

Dressed in civilian clothes, he was almost unrecognizable. One of the most famous 
professional road riders of the last decade unassumingly approached the DeFeet booth at a 
trade show. “Guys”, he began, “I just want to tell you, I love your socks, but my favorite are 
the Duragloves. They changed the way I ride.” He went on to tell us how Duragloves were the 
only glove he’d ever found that gave him these key features: He did not overheat, even during 
the longest, hardest climbs at full effort. The gloves did not get weighed down and sloppy 
with sweat or rain. Even in the wettest events, they provided lightweight, useful insulation 
and chill protection. Lastly, finger dexterity was the best of any long fingered gloves he’d ever 
had. In fact, Duragloves were the only glove that never needed to be removed to access jersey 
pockets, open food wrappers and actually eat well. 

At DeFeet, we design for “elegant simplicity”. Achieving that is more complex than it may 
seem. Often, less is more. Adding bells and whistles is easier than removing everything that 
is unnecessary. If you’re riding in absolutely frigid weather, near freezing or below, break 
out some lobster claws. If you’re riding in anything above 40 degrees and want full fingered 
protection, reach for the Duraglove. You may find them useful for all kinds of off-the-bike 
activities, too. Around town casual wear, hikes, runs, shoveling and gardening, Duragloves get 
it done.
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FILL OUT THE INQUIRY FORM 
ON DEFEETCUSTOM.COM. 

OUR FRIENDLY CUSTOM SHOP 
STAFF WILL CONTACT YOU.

1
CONTACT

DESIGN YOUR UNIQUE 
SOCKS AND COMPLETE 
YOUR ORDER DETAILS.

2
DESIGN

APPROVE YOUR DESIGN AND 
WE GET TO WORK KNITTING 
YOUR ORDER. IN 3-5 WEEKS, 

YOUR SOCKS ARRIVE.

ENJOY

3

Get Custom Socks Designed with Your Logo & Colors
Highest grade materials and DeFeet craftsmanship create the finest custom socks made.

ORDERING CUSTOM
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SOCKFUNDING

NEW - Introducing Sockfunding - the revolutionary way to make, sell and distribute your 
custom socks. 

Perfect for Zwift teams, Strava clubs, or any social group with members in different 
locations. 

Sockfunding is ideal for charities and school teams or clubs wanting to deliver their logo 
and design on world class socks while raising funds for their cause at the same time. 

Getting your sock to market has never been simpler or faster. Sockfunding programs 
shared with friends and family and over social media enjoy unparalleled success 
compared to conventional fundraising methods.



DeFeet International
371 i-40 Access Rd
Hildebran, NC 28637

defeet.com | (800) 688-3067 | support@defeet.com 

WE MAKE 
SOCKS OUT 
OF RECYCLED 
BOTTLES


